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Abstract. Both intensional and extensional background knowledge have

previously been used in inductive problems to complement the training

set used for a task. In this research, we propose to explore the useful-

ness, for inductive learning, of a new kind of intensional background

knowledge: the inter-relationships or conditional probability distribu-

tions between subsets of attributes. Such information could be mined

from publicly available knowledge sources but including only some of

the attributes involved in the inductive task at hand. The purpose of our

work is to show how this information can be useful in inductive tasks,

and under what circumstances. We will consider injection of background

knowledge into Bayesian Networks and explore its effectiveness on train-

ing sets of different sizes. We show that this additional knowledge not

only improves the estimate of classification accuracy it also reduces the

variance in the accuracy of the model.
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1 Introduction

While standard machine learning acquires knowledge from instances of the learn-
ing problem, there has always been interest in a more cognitively plausible sce-
nario in which learning - besides the training instances - utilizes also background
knowledge. In many inductive problems, the training set, which is a set of la-
beled samples, could be complemented using intensional or extensional back-
ground knowledge in order to improve the learning performance [5, 9]. In Induc-
tive Logic Programming, intensional background knowledge is provided in the
form of a theory expressed in logical form. In Semi-Supervised Learning, the
extensional background knowledge is provided in the form of unlabeled data.

In this research, we propose to explore a different type of intensional back-
ground knowledge. In many domains, there exist publicly available very large,
and related, data sets, for example from demographics and statistical surveys.
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This sort of information is ubiquitous: it is published by many national govern-
ments, international organizations, and private companies. Such data sets may
not have exactly the same attributes as the data set we are studying. However,
using an intensionalising process [6], we can derive intensional background knowl-
edge, in the form of distributions, from this extensional background knowledge,
given as collections of instances. A question that we consider here is whether it
is possible to use such information to improve machine learning methods.

Let us consider a simple medical example. Suppose we are learning from
data a model for the prediction of heart attacks in patients. The data used in
the inductive learning of this model may include attributes describing sleep dis-
turbance, as a disease outcome, and stress, as a disease, but does not include
enough instances to relate these attributes in a statistically significant way. There
exists, independently of the data used in model building, a large medical survey
that describes quantitatively sleep disturbance in patients who experience car-
diac problems or stress. This set could be used in learning a better predictive
model, capturing the important relationship between sleep disturbance, stress,
and a heart attack, if we can integrate the data from the medical study with the
data we are using in learning the predictive model.

The big challenge in this research is how such background knowledge can be
integrated with the existing data sets. Bayesian learning is a natural candidate
as it draws on distributional data for its assessment of the probabilities of an
instance belonging to different classes of the concept. In Bayesian Networks the
attribute inter-relationships are encoded into a network structure. We propose
here to replace parts of this structure, some of the conditional probability dis-
tributions, with more accurate alternatives, which are available as background
knowledge contained in large public data sets, e.g. statistical surveys.

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 discusses how background knowl-
edge is added to the network. In Section 3 experiments and discussions are pro-

vided. Section 4 contains conclusion. A more detailed version of our work is

availavle at [1].

2 Injecting Public Knowledge into a Network

In a Bayesian network [8, 7], there is a structure which encodes a set of con-
ditional independence assumptions between attributes; a node is conditionally
independent of its non-descendants given its parents. Also, there are conditional
probability distributions capturing each attribute’s dependency on others, typ-
ically represented by multi-dimensional tables. Together, these define the joint
probability distribution of the attributes and class. With such a distribution, we
can use Bayes rule to do inference. There exist many different ways of build-
ing Bayesian networks from training data. We used the software package BN

predictor [3, 4] to build the network and used a maximum likelihood estimator
(frequency counts) to construct the tables.

Normally, we obtain the conditional probability distributions which we use
in Bayesian Network inference from the training set. If we do not have enough
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training data samples, our estimates of the true distribution will be poor and
the result will not be an accurate classifier. These distributions are independent,
so it could be possible to improve the performance even by replacement of a few
of them with accurate alternatives, obtained from statistical surveys.

We propose improving Bayesian networks by replacing some of the condi-
tional probability distributions - represented in the form of tables and corre-
sponding to the edges of the network - with their accurate alternatives which
are available as background knowledge.

3 Experiments and Discussions

For concluding wheather the replacement of a selected set of distributions makes
a better classifier or not we run a set of experiments. In each experiment a large
data set as well as a training and testing sets are sampled from the huge data
set which represents the universe. Then the classifier is trained using the small
training set. More specifically, potentially inaccurate conditional probability dis-
tributions are built from the training set. Instead of using statistical surveys to
extract accurate distributions, we use the distributions which were obtained from
the large data set. Then we replace the selected set of distributions with accu-
rate alternatives and compute the performance of the new modified classifier.
We run several experiments with the same replacements and then we use paired
t-test to see whether these sets of replacements make a significantly better clas-
sifier or not. Our experiments show that replacing more distributions results in
a more accurate classifier unless a distribution is not extracted based on cor-
rect attribute dependencies. The Letter data set from the UCI machine learning
repository [2] is used as the real data set. In addition, an artificial data set from
the heart attack domain is used in a second experiment.

Our experiments on letter data set show that replacements of the conditional
probability distributions with accurate alternatives make significantly better
classifiers. We run several experiments, as explained above, all with the same
replacements. The accuracies of these experiments on the modified models are
compared with unmodified ones, using paired t-test, to show that those specific
replacements made a significantly better classifier. In all cases, the variance of
the accuracies of the modified model is smaller than that of the unmodified
model. This means that when we replace a conditional probability distribution
in a Bayesian Network with an accurate alternative, the new model tends to be
more robust when sampling new data sets for training and testing.

We have tested the effect of replacement of different permutations of condi-
tional probability distributions in the letter data set. For all, except one, replace-
ments we experienced that modified model is significantly better. The results are
obtained using the paired t-test with 95% confidence interval.

Replacing the conditional probability distribution of one table, which is re-
lated to attribute xegvy, with the accurate alternative we obtain a less accurate
classifier. One reason is, according to attribute evaluators (such as information
gain and chi square), this attribute has less effect on the results of classifica-
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tion than others. The effectiveness of replacement of the conditional probability
distribution of an attribute is directly related to the correctness of all its con-
ditional dependencies. Therefore, another reason for this negative result is that
the conditional dependencies of attribute xegvy is not extracted correctly.

Again, our experiments on artificial heart attack data set show that the
replacement of conditional probability distributions, which are in the form of
tables, with accurate alternatives, makes significantly better classifiers. For this
purpose we run several experiments each with an individual replacement. The
modified models for some cases are statistically significant and for some ex-
tremely statistically significant. The results of these experiments again show
that the variance in the accuracy of the modified model is smaller than the vari-
ance in the accuracy of the unmodified model. It is also experienced that using
incomplete or wrong dependencies for an attribute may led to a not statistically
significant classifier.

4 Conclusion

In this study we propose a practical method for improving Bayesian classifiers
by using background knowledge from large, publicly available datasets existing
independently of the training data set. We present a method which manipulates
the Bayesian Network’s conditional probability distributions, given in the form
of tables, based on background knowledge. The idea is tested on a real and
an artificial data set. The results show that such changes produce significantly
better classifiers than normal Bayesian Network classifiers.
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